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Free ebook Millie marottas tropical
wonderland postcard 30 beautiful
cards for colouring in colouring
books (Download Only)

a compact book containing 30 postcards of illustrations that feature in
the bestselling millie marotta s tropical wonderland a colouring book to
keep and treasure forever the wonderful illustrations from millie marotta
s tropical wonderland are reproduced here on the thickest paper yet 180
gsm on one side only including 13 gatefolds and with five additional
prints that can be pulled out of an envelope at the back of the book
these prints are ideal for framing this is an edition for all millie fans
and even those new to her work who want something special to record their
creative colouring and drawing or indeed just a beautiful collection of
illustrations the book is linen bound with screenprinted illustrations
and foiling that add a new dimension to millie s work it is quite simply
a beautiful book lose yourself as you color and draw to bring the exotic
creatures and plants in millie marotta s tropical world to life this book
will bring enjoyment to anyone who is looking for a creative outlet or a
mindrul and relaxing activity from johanna basford 36 postcards for
coloring in and sending to friends or keeping for yourself these clever
postcards feature beautiful drawings from magical jungle illustrator and
ink evangelist johanna basford s wondrous expedition through the jungle
color in the cards to bring to life speckled tree frogs and dainty
hummingbirds prowling tigers and playful monkeys and then share the magic
with your friends that is if you can bear to part with them each postcard
is an invitation to an exotic rainforest teeming with creatures large and
small for explorers of all ages colour it in psychedelic colours in
tasteful tones in all shades of orange but just colour it recapture the
purest sense of creativity by colouring in the most beautiful figurative
designs flowers birds butterflies provided by a leading textile designer
by adding the key ingredient of colour you add your own spark of
creativity to great designs the design team who work closely with tate
modern in london provide 24 postcards with six different designs to
choose from you can experiment with the colour combinations using crayons
pencils felt fibre tip pens and even paint on these uncoated postcards a
brief introduction gives some tips on using colours and suggests colour
combinations to use on the specific designs but you are encouraged to let
your own creativity get to work great fun for all those looking for a
burst of creative expression and useful for designers of all types who
want to experiment with colour the cards can be kept together in the book
or detached framed or posted to a friend a wonderful portable edition of
millie marotta s tropical wonderland from the the sunday times and
international bestseller millie marotta lose yourself in a riot of
colouring in and drawing as you bring the exotic creatures and plants in
millie marotta s tropical wonderland to life millie s intricate style of
illustration encourages you to make your own mark whether it s to add to
the fine lines on trees or add a splash of colour to the feathers of a
tropical parrot explore the rainforest further and you will find
extraordinary flowers birds butterflies and reptiles including a rainbow
boa with shiny scales crying out for a touch of colour this book will
bring enjoyment to anyone who is looking for a creative outlet or a
mindful and relaxing activity learn how to transform foraged wild plants
plants garden produce and recycled food into dyes and inks with botanical
inks the book shows you how to extract environmentally sustainable colour
from the landscape and use it to create natural dyes for textiles
clothing paper and other materials botanical inks covers dyeing and
surface application techniques including bundle dyeing shibori tie dyeing
hapazome indigo sugar vat dyeing wood block printing screen printing and
more and it also shows you how to turn your new inks dyes and technique
knowledge into wonderful projects from a simple bundle dyed a scarf to a
block printed tote bag the process of turning plants into print can help
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you reconnect with nature find a creative outlet and develop a mindful
sense of presence it also promotes an awareness of sustainable practices
and how to reduce our impact on the planet the international bestseller
about life the universe and everything a simply wonderful irresistible
book daily telegraph a terrifically entertaining and imaginative story
wrapped round its tough thought provoking philosophical heart daily mail
remarkable an extraordinary achievement sunday times when 14 year old
sophie encounters a mysterious mentor who introduces her to philosophy
mysteries deepen in her own life why does she keep getting postcards
addressed to another girl who is the other girl and who for that matter
is sophie herself to solve the riddle she uses her new knowledge of
philosophy but the truth is far stranger than she could have imagined a
phenomenal worldwide bestseller sophie s world sets out to draw teenagers
into the world of socrates descartes spinoza hegel and all the great
philosophers a brilliantly original and fascinating story with many
twists and turns it raises profound questions about the meaning of life
and the origin of the universe thirty one spectacularly stylized
illustrations present dreamlike gardens bursting with hundreds of
intricate details blooms leaves buds vines fronds and more floral motifs
many of the designs include beautifully decorated borders adding an extra
dimension of creative coloring a gorgeous new adult coloring book from
new york times bestselling author millie marotta whose books have sold
more than 8 1 2 million copies worldwide millie marotta is one of the
most popular creators of adult coloring books and this beautiful volume
features stunningly sophisticated patterns inspired by the savannah her
intricate black and white drawings capture a myriad of the flora and
fauna found in that breathtaking landscape including elephants rhinos
zebras and ostriches the high quality stock is perfect for color pencils
as well provides an entertaining history of one of florida s oldest
roadside attractions weeki wachee spring and its performing mermaids that
ranges from its development in 1947 to the present day bringing together
extensive archival research and interviews with dozens of mermaids and
other park employees with 250 black and white and color photographs
featuring beautiful selections from johanna basford s lost ocean this set
of 50 loose postcards in a premium gift box with a ribbon invites you to
colour in shoals of exotic fish curious octopuses delicately penned
seahorses and more all while exploring the magical depths of the sea
perfect to colour keep and share leading illustrator millie marotta has
created a great collection of wall decoration stickers that could grace
the walls of any home beautiful images in millie s inimitable style can
be added to walls above the sofa mantelpiece shelf in hallways on
bookcases stairs tiles and mirrors millie s beautiful line work of
flowers birds fish and foliage is loved around the world and will add
charm to your home without any fuss or work the stickers are easily
removed from the book and stuck on the wall and will not leave a mark on
the wall after removal you can instantly get a sophisticated and
consistent look for a room or whole home with these stickable works of
art enjoy the rhythmic relaxation of coloring original tangle artwork by
jane monk coloring is a peaceful and pleasant right brain activity that
can provide a soothing and enjoyable pastime for people of any age unlike
painting you don t need to have the skills of an artist to create a
masterpiece all you need is to pick the colors and draw within the lines
the results can be miraculous disconnect temporarily from the everyday
hustle and bustle and escape to a world filled with creativity
inspiration and serenity coloring helps reduce stress levels elevates
focus and promotes a soothing relaxing frame of mind and sense of well
being the 52 designs in the tangled treasures coloring book are all
original tangle artwork by certified zentangle teacher jane monk monk
begins the book by leading you through some basic techniques for using
colored pencils or fine point markers to color the designs including
skills like shading and blending each of the designs is printed on a page
with a blank back so you can remove the art from the book and frame it if
you like jump right in to the relaxing spell woven by zentangles ideal
for wild children beautifully illustrated with great information maps and
data it s top bedtime reading chris packham what do the ingenious sea
otter the incredible shrinking reindeer the tree dwelling baby dragon or
the dodo s long lost cousin have in common they are all at risk of
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disappearing from our world forever this book is all about the amazing
creatures that are now endangered around the globe from oceans and
forests to mountains and snow filled with beautiful beasts glorious
illustrations facts and tales it will make you fall in love with the
animal kingdom and maybe even try to save it an enchanting adult coloring
book from new york times bestselling author millie marotta whose books
have sold more than 8 1 2 million copies worldwide what awaits eager fans
of millie marotta s magical art in her fourth collection the bestselling
author of animal kingdom and tropical world has created enchanting images
of exotic flora and fauna to color in millie s engaging and intricately
designed illustrations will beckon artists to make their mark on such
creatures as an amazonian royal flycatcher macaroni penguin mimic octopus
tibetan fox and golden pheasant as well as a variety of plants including
rare orchids the new book by author of the sunday times bestseller millie
marotta s animal kingdom in her latest colouring book millie brings you
her own selection of the most remarkable animals on earth to colour in a
huge wildlife fan since she was a child millie has researched curious
creatures which are fascinating to look at have amazing survival skills
intriguing behaviour and courting rituals and are wildlife wonders meet
the adorable macaroni penguins with their yellow crests the showy king of
saxony bird of paradise the enduring camel the majestic flying fish to
the long lived walrus and mighty moose millie marotta s curious creatures
features animals from all over the world from all kinds of habitat from
the sea to the mountain tops and from arctic cold to hot deserts
remarkable birds fish mammals reptiles and invertebrates are all brought
to life by millie s beautiful illustrations millie s work has fuelled the
rediscovered art of colouring in and her latest book will satisfy her
biggest fans and gain her some more a wonderful book for the many
devotees of colouring in from johanna basford 36 postcards for coloring
and sending to friends or keeping for yourself these clever postcards
feature beautiful drawings from lost ocean illustrator and ink evangelist
johanna basford s magical journey beneath the waves color in the cards to
bring to life shoals of exotic fish curious octopi and delicately penned
seahorses and then share the magic with your friends that is if you can
bear to part with them each postcard is an invitation to an inky new
world hidden in the depths of the sea for pirates mermaids and undersea
explorers of all ages a focus on the photography and photographers that
made weeki wachee springs an iconic tourist destination of florida
reconnect to mother earth and recharge your creativity by combining the
healing energy of nature with the meditative process of drawing and
painting mandalas explore botanical mandalas and watch your artistic
expression flourish full of inspiration for reconnecting with natures
beauty to inspire you to create expressive mandala artworks includes
drawing painting and mixed media projects to find endless inspiration for
your own botanical mandala journey original publication and copyright
date 2008 following on from the hugely successful millie marotta s animal
kingdom this three journal set is a beautiful gift for yourself or a
friend each journal features a stunning illustration by millie marotta
with sparkling gold foiling on the cover they consist of 64 pages one
journal with plain paper and two with rules for writing as well as
stunning motifs from millie marotta s animal kingdom dotted throughout
the pages these are the perfect notebooks for any creative work school or
business notes diary entries or plain old doodling the ultimate doodle
coloring book this big sized coloring book is a challenge for all ages if
you are a fanatic doodler and obsessed with filling in and coloring
doodles then this is definitely for you or you can just admire the
detailed art the book is filled with 50 unique and extremely detailed
work of art by the master of doodles kerby rosanes dive into oceans and
coastlines and explore marvelous sea dwelling animals with bestselling
artist millie marotta in the seventh installment of her wildly popular
coloring book series millie marotta turns her attention to earth s seas
tide pools beaches and shorelines to showcase the amazing creatures that
call these habitats home fans will find intricate drawings of familiar
favorites and unfamiliar sights including the marvelous whale shark the
graceful cormorant and landscapes ranging from rolling sand dunes to
mysterious kelp forests in this immersive new coloring book maggie
enterrios whose stunning illustrations inspire on instagram and beyond
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gives readers the opportunity to interact with her artwork first hand and
connect with their own creativity bold florals pop on every page and
leave plenty of room for color while intricate details keep things
interesting these designs go beyond simple florals weaving in animals
shells and other natural elements for lush unique scenes that provide a
sense of discovery it s been proven that adult coloring books are the
perfect way to de stress and maggie s compositions are specifically
designed to delight engage and provide a haven of relaxation during busy
days perforated pages and high quality watercolor paper make it easy to
display and gift personalized artwork maggie s stylish imaginative pen
and ink drawings will bring out everyone s inner artist with a mixture of
images to colour and doodle and blank and lined pages for notes and lists
people can let their creativity run wild little bird is on a mission to
help lonely children make friends one day she spots sami a little boy in
a new country who s always playing on his own with little bird s help
sami quickly discovers that the world is full of friends if only you know
where to look with rich magical illustrations and a gently humorous story
devon holzwarth s debut picture book will strike a chord with shy
children everywhere this stunning collection of postcards features
original vintage illustrations from disney parks around the world each
inked with care by the masterful graphics team at walt disney
imagineering color in the cards and bring to life gorgeous attraction
posters featuring the haunted mansion pirates of the caribbean it s a
small world and more perfect for cultivating creativity relaxation and
focus these postcards are for you to keep and enjoy or mail to your
friends and family create your own cards and envelopes with this
innovative and original colouring book with 24 unique card and envelope
designs plus a sheet of colourful stickers this authoritative catalogue
of the corcoran gallery of art s renowned collection of pre 1945 american
paintings will greatly enhance scholarly and public understanding of one
of the finest and most important collections of historic american art in
the world composed of more than 600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945
color your own greeting cards offers a practical twist on the ever
popular coloring book these 30 ready to color cards have images and hand
lettered messages for celebrations big and small throughout the year
including birthdays weddings anniversaries welcoming a new baby and
offering congratulations and thanks as well as more general all purpose
pictures the heavy duty back cover offers a sturdy coloring surface for
the pre scored pull out cards accompanying ready to color envelopes mean
the completed 5x7 cards will be ready for mailing the first ever
authoritative a z celebration of the 500 greatest names in men s fashion
200 years of men s style through the work of designers brands
photographers icons models retailers tailors and stylists around the
globe millie marotta s whimsical animal art has won fans worldwide now
millie has created a pack of three beautiful journals two with lined
pages and one unlined all illustrated with her appealing illustrations
each page features one of her signature creatures including birds perched
on the page cute ladybugs and an intricately designed elephant use them
as a diary a sketchbook or for notekeeping the beauty and majesty of the
united states national parks will pop right off these pages discover the
beauty of america s unforgettable landscapes with this three dimensional
tour of its national parks each of the 59 u s national parks is profiled
in this illustrated visual guide and five of the nation s most prominent
parks yellowstone yosemite grand canyon everglades and badlands are
featured as large pop up models that you will assemble using the included
press out pieces travel the roads and waterways of delray beach history
through lovingly collected postcards in the 1890s a diverse group of
settlers began gathering on the southeast coast of florida to build a new
community these pioneers sought the freedom adventure and economic
opportunity provided by the new florida east coast railway delray s
population was distinctive for its respect for education early interest
in the arts love of sports religious faith and bonds of community by the
1920s the farming fishing settlement had blossomed into a sparkling
resort town with a thriving winter colony this unfolding story of delray
beach and the surrounding vicinity is presented from the delray beach
historical society archives and private collections through artistic
imaginaries media productions social practices and spatial mappings this
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book offers an insightful and original contribution to the understanding
of rio de janeiro one of the highly contested urban terrains in the world
offering a rich diversity of examples extracted from lived experience
iconographic materials and narratives it provides innovative and
compelling connections between theoretical questions and urban vignettes
throughout the essays the specificity of rio de janeiro is highlighted
but framed in relation to theoretical questions that are relevant to
major contemporary cities the book underlines the dilemmas of a city that
attempts to compete globally while confronting social inequality violence
and novel forms of democratic agency it retraces rio de janeiro s
modernist memories as the former political cultural capital of brazilian
intelligentsia and national culture it explores rio as a city of popular
culture mestizo legacies media productions and cultural innovation a new
guide to old florida attraction 2nd edition is a nostalgic journey
through old florida where mermaids still perform in the waters of weeki
wachee springs and the carillon bells of the bok towers continue to echo
across iron mountain near lake wales monstrous reptiles are ever abundant
at gatorland gatorama and dolphins continue to leap at marineland the
first edition was first place winner of the 2017 royal palm literary
award for published travel book and top five finalist for 2017 book of
the year by the florida writers association the second edition revisits a
pride of lions in southeast florida s lion country safari and concrete
statues at goofy gold in panama city beach new destinations include the
citrus tower in clermont the venetian pool in coral gables and fairchild
tropical botanic garden in miami to name just a few a new guide to old
florida attractions 2nd edition takes you to these places and more on an
unforgettable journey across the sunshine state discover what florida s
golden age of tourism was and still is all about magical and beautiful
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Millie Marotta's Tropical Wonderland Postcard
Book: 30 Beautiful Cards for Colouring In

2016-03-21

a compact book containing 30 postcards of illustrations that feature in
the bestselling millie marotta s tropical wonderland

Millie Marotta's Tropical Wonderland Deluxe
Edition

2016-07-14

a colouring book to keep and treasure forever the wonderful illustrations
from millie marotta s tropical wonderland are reproduced here on the
thickest paper yet 180 gsm on one side only including 13 gatefolds and
with five additional prints that can be pulled out of an envelope at the
back of the book these prints are ideal for framing this is an edition
for all millie fans and even those new to her work who want something
special to record their creative colouring and drawing or indeed just a
beautiful collection of illustrations the book is linen bound with
screenprinted illustrations and foiling that add a new dimension to
millie s work it is quite simply a beautiful book

Tropical World

2015-09-08

lose yourself as you color and draw to bring the exotic creatures and
plants in millie marotta s tropical world to life this book will bring
enjoyment to anyone who is looking for a creative outlet or a mindrul and
relaxing activity

Magical Jungle: 36 Postcards to Color and Send

2017-05-30

from johanna basford 36 postcards for coloring in and sending to friends
or keeping for yourself these clever postcards feature beautiful drawings
from magical jungle illustrator and ink evangelist johanna basford s
wondrous expedition through the jungle color in the cards to bring to
life speckled tree frogs and dainty hummingbirds prowling tigers and
playful monkeys and then share the magic with your friends that is if you
can bear to part with them each postcard is an invitation to an exotic
rainforest teeming with creatures large and small for explorers of all
ages

Postcard Colouring Book

2015-09-03

colour it in psychedelic colours in tasteful tones in all shades of
orange but just colour it recapture the purest sense of creativity by
colouring in the most beautiful figurative designs flowers birds
butterflies provided by a leading textile designer by adding the key
ingredient of colour you add your own spark of creativity to great
designs the design team who work closely with tate modern in london
provide 24 postcards with six different designs to choose from you can
experiment with the colour combinations using crayons pencils felt fibre
tip pens and even paint on these uncoated postcards a brief introduction
gives some tips on using colours and suggests colour combinations to use
on the specific designs but you are encouraged to let your own creativity
get to work great fun for all those looking for a burst of creative
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expression and useful for designers of all types who want to experiment
with colour the cards can be kept together in the book or detached framed
or posted to a friend

Enchanted forest journal

2016-11-10

a wonderful portable edition of millie marotta s tropical wonderland from
the the sunday times and international bestseller millie marotta lose
yourself in a riot of colouring in and drawing as you bring the exotic
creatures and plants in millie marotta s tropical wonderland to life
millie s intricate style of illustration encourages you to make your own
mark whether it s to add to the fine lines on trees or add a splash of
colour to the feathers of a tropical parrot explore the rainforest
further and you will find extraordinary flowers birds butterflies and
reptiles including a rainbow boa with shiny scales crying out for a touch
of colour this book will bring enjoyment to anyone who is looking for a
creative outlet or a mindful and relaxing activity

Millie Marotta's Tropical Wonderland Pocket
Colouring

2020-03-26

learn how to transform foraged wild plants plants garden produce and
recycled food into dyes and inks with botanical inks the book shows you
how to extract environmentally sustainable colour from the landscape and
use it to create natural dyes for textiles clothing paper and other
materials botanical inks covers dyeing and surface application techniques
including bundle dyeing shibori tie dyeing hapazome indigo sugar vat
dyeing wood block printing screen printing and more and it also shows you
how to turn your new inks dyes and technique knowledge into wonderful
projects from a simple bundle dyed a scarf to a block printed tote bag
the process of turning plants into print can help you reconnect with
nature find a creative outlet and develop a mindful sense of presence it
also promotes an awareness of sustainable practices and how to reduce our
impact on the planet

Botanical Inks

2018-05-31

the international bestseller about life the universe and everything a
simply wonderful irresistible book daily telegraph a terrifically
entertaining and imaginative story wrapped round its tough thought
provoking philosophical heart daily mail remarkable an extraordinary
achievement sunday times when 14 year old sophie encounters a mysterious
mentor who introduces her to philosophy mysteries deepen in her own life
why does she keep getting postcards addressed to another girl who is the
other girl and who for that matter is sophie herself to solve the riddle
she uses her new knowledge of philosophy but the truth is far stranger
than she could have imagined a phenomenal worldwide bestseller sophie s
world sets out to draw teenagers into the world of socrates descartes
spinoza hegel and all the great philosophers a brilliantly original and
fascinating story with many twists and turns it raises profound questions
about the meaning of life and the origin of the universe

Sophie's World

2010-07-15

thirty one spectacularly stylized illustrations present dreamlike gardens
bursting with hundreds of intricate details blooms leaves buds vines
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fronds and more floral motifs many of the designs include beautifully
decorated borders adding an extra dimension of creative coloring

Creative Haven Entangled Gardens Coloring Book

2021-02-17

a gorgeous new adult coloring book from new york times bestselling author
millie marotta whose books have sold more than 8 1 2 million copies
worldwide millie marotta is one of the most popular creators of adult
coloring books and this beautiful volume features stunningly
sophisticated patterns inspired by the savannah her intricate black and
white drawings capture a myriad of the flora and fauna found in that
breathtaking landscape including elephants rhinos zebras and ostriches
the high quality stock is perfect for color pencils as well

Wild Savannah

2016-04-05

provides an entertaining history of one of florida s oldest roadside
attractions weeki wachee spring and its performing mermaids that ranges
from its development in 1947 to the present day bringing together
extensive archival research and interviews with dozens of mermaids and
other park employees with 250 black and white and color photographs

Weeki Wachee, City of Mermaids

2007

featuring beautiful selections from johanna basford s lost ocean this set
of 50 loose postcards in a premium gift box with a ribbon invites you to
colour in shoals of exotic fish curious octopuses delicately penned
seahorses and more all while exploring the magical depths of the sea
perfect to colour keep and share

Lost Ocean

2016-06-02

leading illustrator millie marotta has created a great collection of wall
decoration stickers that could grace the walls of any home beautiful
images in millie s inimitable style can be added to walls above the sofa
mantelpiece shelf in hallways on bookcases stairs tiles and mirrors
millie s beautiful line work of flowers birds fish and foliage is loved
around the world and will add charm to your home without any fuss or work
the stickers are easily removed from the book and stuck on the wall and
will not leave a mark on the wall after removal you can instantly get a
sophisticated and consistent look for a room or whole home with these
stickable works of art

Millie Marotta's Home Sticker Book

2015-05-07

enjoy the rhythmic relaxation of coloring original tangle artwork by jane
monk coloring is a peaceful and pleasant right brain activity that can
provide a soothing and enjoyable pastime for people of any age unlike
painting you don t need to have the skills of an artist to create a
masterpiece all you need is to pick the colors and draw within the lines
the results can be miraculous disconnect temporarily from the everyday
hustle and bustle and escape to a world filled with creativity
inspiration and serenity coloring helps reduce stress levels elevates
focus and promotes a soothing relaxing frame of mind and sense of well
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being the 52 designs in the tangled treasures coloring book are all
original tangle artwork by certified zentangle teacher jane monk monk
begins the book by leading you through some basic techniques for using
colored pencils or fine point markers to color the designs including
skills like shading and blending each of the designs is printed on a page
with a blank back so you can remove the art from the book and frame it if
you like jump right in to the relaxing spell woven by zentangles

Tangled Treasures Coloring Book

2015-08-01

ideal for wild children beautifully illustrated with great information
maps and data it s top bedtime reading chris packham what do the
ingenious sea otter the incredible shrinking reindeer the tree dwelling
baby dragon or the dodo s long lost cousin have in common they are all at
risk of disappearing from our world forever this book is all about the
amazing creatures that are now endangered around the globe from oceans
and forests to mountains and snow filled with beautiful beasts glorious
illustrations facts and tales it will make you fall in love with the
animal kingdom and maybe even try to save it

A Wild Child's Guide to Endangered Animals

2019-08-29

an enchanting adult coloring book from new york times bestselling author
millie marotta whose books have sold more than 8 1 2 million copies
worldwide what awaits eager fans of millie marotta s magical art in her
fourth collection the bestselling author of animal kingdom and tropical
world has created enchanting images of exotic flora and fauna to color in
millie s engaging and intricately designed illustrations will beckon
artists to make their mark on such creatures as an amazonian royal
flycatcher macaroni penguin mimic octopus tibetan fox and golden pheasant
as well as a variety of plants including rare orchids

Curious Creatures

2016-10-04

the new book by author of the sunday times bestseller millie marotta s
animal kingdom in her latest colouring book millie brings you her own
selection of the most remarkable animals on earth to colour in a huge
wildlife fan since she was a child millie has researched curious
creatures which are fascinating to look at have amazing survival skills
intriguing behaviour and courting rituals and are wildlife wonders meet
the adorable macaroni penguins with their yellow crests the showy king of
saxony bird of paradise the enduring camel the majestic flying fish to
the long lived walrus and mighty moose millie marotta s curious creatures
features animals from all over the world from all kinds of habitat from
the sea to the mountain tops and from arctic cold to hot deserts
remarkable birds fish mammals reptiles and invertebrates are all brought
to life by millie s beautiful illustrations millie s work has fuelled the
rediscovered art of colouring in and her latest book will satisfy her
biggest fans and gain her some more a wonderful book for the many
devotees of colouring in

Millie Marotta's Curious Creatures

2016-09-08

from johanna basford 36 postcards for coloring and sending to friends or
keeping for yourself these clever postcards feature beautiful drawings
from lost ocean illustrator and ink evangelist johanna basford s magical
journey beneath the waves color in the cards to bring to life shoals of
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exotic fish curious octopi and delicately penned seahorses and then share
the magic with your friends that is if you can bear to part with them
each postcard is an invitation to an inky new world hidden in the depths
of the sea for pirates mermaids and undersea explorers of all ages

Lost Ocean: 36 Postcards to Color and Send

2016-05-31

a focus on the photography and photographers that made weeki wachee
springs an iconic tourist destination of florida

Weeki Wachee Mermaids

2012

reconnect to mother earth and recharge your creativity by combining the
healing energy of nature with the meditative process of drawing and
painting mandalas explore botanical mandalas and watch your artistic
expression flourish full of inspiration for reconnecting with natures
beauty to inspire you to create expressive mandala artworks includes
drawing painting and mixed media projects to find endless inspiration for
your own botanical mandala journey

Botanical Mandalas

2018-05-18

original publication and copyright date 2008

The Tree Show

2008

following on from the hugely successful millie marotta s animal kingdom
this three journal set is a beautiful gift for yourself or a friend each
journal features a stunning illustration by millie marotta with sparkling
gold foiling on the cover they consist of 64 pages one journal with plain
paper and two with rules for writing as well as stunning motifs from
millie marotta s animal kingdom dotted throughout the pages these are the
perfect notebooks for any creative work school or business notes diary
entries or plain old doodling

Millie Marotta's Animal Kingdom – journal set

2015-07-02

the ultimate doodle coloring book this big sized coloring book is a
challenge for all ages if you are a fanatic doodler and obsessed with
filling in and coloring doodles then this is definitely for you or you
can just admire the detailed art the book is filled with 50 unique and
extremely detailed work of art by the master of doodles kerby rosanes

Doodle Invasion

2013-10-17

dive into oceans and coastlines and explore marvelous sea dwelling
animals with bestselling artist millie marotta in the seventh installment
of her wildly popular coloring book series millie marotta turns her
attention to earth s seas tide pools beaches and shorelines to showcase
the amazing creatures that call these habitats home fans will find
intricate drawings of familiar favorites and unfamiliar sights including
the marvelous whale shark the graceful cormorant and landscapes ranging
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from rolling sand dunes to mysterious kelp forests

Millie Marotta's Secrets of the Seas

2021-09-28

in this immersive new coloring book maggie enterrios whose stunning
illustrations inspire on instagram and beyond gives readers the
opportunity to interact with her artwork first hand and connect with
their own creativity bold florals pop on every page and leave plenty of
room for color while intricate details keep things interesting these
designs go beyond simple florals weaving in animals shells and other
natural elements for lush unique scenes that provide a sense of discovery
it s been proven that adult coloring books are the perfect way to de
stress and maggie s compositions are specifically designed to delight
engage and provide a haven of relaxation during busy days perforated
pages and high quality watercolor paper make it easy to display and gift
personalized artwork maggie s stylish imaginative pen and ink drawings
will bring out everyone s inner artist

Flowerscape

2021-03-23

with a mixture of images to colour and doodle and blank and lined pages
for notes and lists people can let their creativity run wild

Dragged Screaming to Paradise

1990

little bird is on a mission to help lonely children make friends one day
she spots sami a little boy in a new country who s always playing on his
own with little bird s help sami quickly discovers that the world is full
of friends if only you know where to look with rich magical illustrations
and a gently humorous story devon holzwarth s debut picture book will
strike a chord with shy children everywhere

Animorphia Notebook

2016-03-03

this stunning collection of postcards features original vintage
illustrations from disney parks around the world each inked with care by
the masterful graphics team at walt disney imagineering color in the
cards and bring to life gorgeous attraction posters featuring the haunted
mansion pirates of the caribbean it s a small world and more perfect for
cultivating creativity relaxation and focus these postcards are for you
to keep and enjoy or mail to your friends and family

Found You PB

2020-01-07

create your own cards and envelopes with this innovative and original
colouring book with 24 unique card and envelope designs plus a sheet of
colourful stickers

Art of Coloring: Poster Art of the Disney Parks

2018-06-05

this authoritative catalogue of the corcoran gallery of art s renowned
collection of pre 1945 american paintings will greatly enhance scholarly
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and public understanding of one of the finest and most important
collections of historic american art in the world composed of more than
600 objects dating from 1740 to 1945

Colouring Cards and Envelopes - Nature

2016-02-14

color your own greeting cards offers a practical twist on the ever
popular coloring book these 30 ready to color cards have images and hand
lettered messages for celebrations big and small throughout the year
including birthdays weddings anniversaries welcoming a new baby and
offering congratulations and thanks as well as more general all purpose
pictures the heavy duty back cover offers a sturdy coloring surface for
the pre scored pull out cards accompanying ready to color envelopes mean
the completed 5x7 cards will be ready for mailing

Corcoran Gallery of Art

2011

the first ever authoritative a z celebration of the 500 greatest names in
men s fashion 200 years of men s style through the work of designers
brands photographers icons models retailers tailors and stylists around
the globe

Color-Your-Own Greeting Cards

2016-09-06

millie marotta s whimsical animal art has won fans worldwide now millie
has created a pack of three beautiful journals two with lined pages and
one unlined all illustrated with her appealing illustrations each page
features one of her signature creatures including birds perched on the
page cute ladybugs and an intricately designed elephant use them as a
diary a sketchbook or for notekeeping

The Men's Fashion Book

2021

the beauty and majesty of the united states national parks will pop right
off these pages discover the beauty of america s unforgettable landscapes
with this three dimensional tour of its national parks each of the 59 u s
national parks is profiled in this illustrated visual guide and five of
the nation s most prominent parks yellowstone yosemite grand canyon
everglades and badlands are featured as large pop up models that you will
assemble using the included press out pieces

Millie Marotta's Animal Kingdom (Postcard Book)

2015-10-20

travel the roads and waterways of delray beach history through lovingly
collected postcards in the 1890s a diverse group of settlers began
gathering on the southeast coast of florida to build a new community
these pioneers sought the freedom adventure and economic opportunity
provided by the new florida east coast railway delray s population was
distinctive for its respect for education early interest in the arts love
of sports religious faith and bonds of community by the 1920s the farming
fishing settlement had blossomed into a sparkling resort town with a
thriving winter colony this unfolding story of delray beach and the
surrounding vicinity is presented from the delray beach historical
society archives and private collections
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Pop-Up & Build: National Parks

2019-10-22

through artistic imaginaries media productions social practices and
spatial mappings this book offers an insightful and original contribution
to the understanding of rio de janeiro one of the highly contested urban
terrains in the world offering a rich diversity of examples extracted
from lived experience iconographic materials and narratives it provides
innovative and compelling connections between theoretical questions and
urban vignettes throughout the essays the specificity of rio de janeiro
is highlighted but framed in relation to theoretical questions that are
relevant to major contemporary cities the book underlines the dilemmas of
a city that attempts to compete globally while confronting social
inequality violence and novel forms of democratic agency it retraces rio
de janeiro s modernist memories as the former political cultural capital
of brazilian intelligentsia and national culture it explores rio as a
city of popular culture mestizo legacies media productions and cultural
innovation

Ski

2003-08

a new guide to old florida attraction 2nd edition is a nostalgic journey
through old florida where mermaids still perform in the waters of weeki
wachee springs and the carillon bells of the bok towers continue to echo
across iron mountain near lake wales monstrous reptiles are ever abundant
at gatorland gatorama and dolphins continue to leap at marineland the
first edition was first place winner of the 2017 royal palm literary
award for published travel book and top five finalist for 2017 book of
the year by the florida writers association the second edition revisits a
pride of lions in southeast florida s lion country safari and concrete
statues at goofy gold in panama city beach new destinations include the
citrus tower in clermont the venetian pool in coral gables and fairchild
tropical botanic garden in miami to name just a few a new guide to old
florida attractions 2nd edition takes you to these places and more on an
unforgettable journey across the sunshine state discover what florida s
golden age of tourism was and still is all about magical and beautiful

Delray Beach

2008-04-07

Rio de Janeiro

2014-09-04

A New Guide to Old Florida Attractions

2020-11-02
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